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Overview

This paper covers three general areas. 'First., it reviews Bur au
efforts to improve verbatim training and presents selected reOlts from an
alternative training experimenttonducted in the 1980 Omsk. Se ond, it
presents an overview of training.approaches being developed to su part the
Bureau' increasing activities in centralized telephone interview ng.., And,
third, it reviews some. of theevaluation strategies being impleme ted to ,,,,

determine training effectiveness and to improve the quality of i terviewing.:

Section 1: Background for the,Alternative Training Experiment

In the past,' the,Census Bureau has relied heavily on the ;.0 le of training
guides read verbatim to a group of trainees to deliver low cost decentral-'

ized census training, as well as training prepared for continui g surveys.
Verbatim training guides are completely structured, self-contai ed guides
which reference all required training materials and provide ste -by-step 4
instructions for conducting-training activities. 'Although thes guides can

be written. in a variety of presentation-styles,, there is a tend ncy among
writers of verbatim-training to use more stilted language than is typically.
found in conventional speech. Further, since.in a census cont xt the guides
are used frequently.by inexperienced trainers, training writer have tended

to use lecture, rather than other instructional methods, becau e of the
fear that the trainer,woUld lose control of the training. The result in
many cases has been lecture-oriented training which has been c iticized
for being both boring and ineffective.

In 1978, just prior to the 1980 census, the Bureau starte
training research with the general objective of improving pxis
'training.- The initial goal of this research' was t,o investigat
methods of training with applicability to both census and sury
However, as this analysis progressed,At soon became apparent
training had many advantages which other approaches had.diffic
it east in the cbntext of a'census. These advantages-includ

. .

Standardization of training content.
Ease of,development and revision
Logistics (distribution, mass production)

- Ease of use (by inexperienced trainers in; poor training sites)
Low cost

,a program of
trig, Bureau

alternative
y training.
hat verbatim
lty matching,
the following:

Although there are several alternative's to 4rbatim training which
toulft better present the content of census_training-guides,-cost-benefit
analyses raised doubts about their applidability for census jobi typically _

lasting 2-4 weeks. Therefore, rather than attempt to implement.and evaluate
a totally new instructional approach'just prior to the'1980 census,-the

decision was made, instead,Ao_develop-the-most-effective ver atim training
-possiblel,;---Thi-g-iheral intent was to develop a highly structured training
approach, butone which required the active ,participation of'the trainee.
This effort focused cm two areas: introducing variety into verbatim training
mndsimplifying.training materials (with special emphasis on reference
manUals);!The result was a method of training, cal led,job-aided:training,
which was 'developed for use in the'1980 census and compared to standard

--censUtNerbatim training. The major features'of this training approach

are discussed in the next several sections:r



Introducing Variety-into Census Verbatim Training

Acknowledging the fear. that inexperienced trainers (i.e.', individuals
who,. in many cases,.were trained 1-2' weeks prior to the sessions they were
to lead). could lose control.Of their training sessions, Bureau training ' ).

specialists worked opt approaches.that-avoideclan over reliance-on lecture
for delivering information. These approacheslinliolved the use of audio-,

Visuals with accompanying audio-cassettes,*roie-playing',, grouplearninr'
exercises, discussion groups, individualized/learning exercises-, workbook
exercises, and both group and individual' evaluations.

/
. .

The Overall-thrust. of these activities was to change verbatim training
froth primarily a iecture-driented, passive approach to one which required
active. learning and participation on the4art'of the trainee. Beth training
approaches compared (job-aided vs standard)., in the context ofthe. 1980.
census used these training activities as a supplement to verbatim training.

Simplifying Training Materials

Much of the training that was produced for the 1980 census. was based
on the pr5thise.that classroom training would cover only the majori., most
critical job tasks. It was assumed, that, once on the job, the worker would
refer'to existing reference materials to cue her/his memory about topics
covered in training or to determine which procedures applied for topics not
covered in training.. (Of course, another option was to ask for supervisory
assistance.): However, an analysis of existing Bureau reference materials
revealed several problems with this assumption. First, informatidh critical
to performing'a job task often was in more than one reference manual. I
Second, it was difficult to locate information in the manuals. Ahd, finally;

once'the correct procedure was located, it was often difficuletouse because
of jargon and the presentation format. To address the dual problemS of

accessibility and comprehensibility of procedural.information,'a.mew,training,
approach -- called "job-aided training"--was developed and tested.

Job-aided training requires changes in both the development of instructional
material and the presentation or procedural information in maniials.. The

nature of these changes are distussed in the folloWing sections.

"Job -Aided Training
. . -

Defined As.,simply as possible, job aids are any device that helps a
person perform4 job better. However,.the majority of published research
has focubed on'the use td.:_._!paper,and-pencW_aids and the=use-of alternative
formats (see Lineberry and Bullock, 1980) for presenting procedural informa-
-tion. .In the broadest sense of.the word', any manual is a,"Job aid" but,
in -practice; ajob_aisLmanual-has-tertain-unique-characteristits.70ne of /
these characteristics is the use ,of certain formats for presenting procedu al

. Information. There are three formats that have been widely used. These re

checklists, flowcharts, end'decision tables. Illustration 1 pregents an

example of a simple checklist. To use this job aid, the worker proceeds
sequentially down the list.



ILLUSTRATION 1 .
. n

Example of a,Cbecklist Job Aid .

3E. THERE ARE 8 OR 9 PEOPLE

yL ,

Instructions: If there are 8 or 9 otcupantsfn the housing unit, Use the followirig checklist:

1. Put 7 people.ori the first questionnaire.
2. On a second questionnaire(same type as the firstshort or long) put the rest of the people. But

a '
ao Put tie.name of the eighth person in column 2 on page 2 and on page 8 (if long fotrn) of the

second questionnaire. 4 .

b. Do nor complete any housing.questions.On the sedond questionnaire (continuation).
.

3. Make sure address labels for both questionnaifeiare the same. Print "continuation''above the
addrgss label on the second questionnaire.

4.' Figure 17 shows how to complete the FOR CENSIJS.USE ONLY boxes.
5: Make usual entries in the Master Address Register.

Another commonly- used, type of job aid is a flowchart or algorithm) as
shown in Illustration 2 on the next page. ti

a

4.

`.a

O
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-*ILLUSTRATION 2

Example of a Flowchart Job Aid Accompanying Illustrations

413. THE HOUSINGLOIT DOES NOT APPEAR LIVABLE

a,

FigUre 32.

'I START HERE

. ,

Does the housing unit have any one of die following characteristics? No onoliVes there; Ind

1. Role, walls, window:rand/or noon no longer protect the inside from theiveathy. (This
does not include a place that is boarded up.) -

2. It is being demolished.

3. There is a sign saying th'et it is condemned or unintabitable;
t-

. It isbeing used for nonresidenthil storage, for rxiunple, machinery, office fumitqe,or ipdostrial
; '

: S 1

It is under construction-, but the fins( windows and door's aninot yOin place.

'

The housing unit has been eliminated becadte of conversion, rediodeling, or dentolition.

I. Do not complete a questionnaire.

2. Correct the Address Listing Page (figure 33).

3. Be sure to enter the reason for crossing out 4c..
the listing.' For exalt*, house burned down,,_
demolished, vacant trailer site, condemned.

Complete 'equestionnaire for a
vacant unit.

Figure 33. Completing the Address Listing Page when the unit appears uninhabitable.

t.
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To use this aid, the worker begins in the "START" box and follows the
appropriate-arrows. As is apparent 'in Illustration 2, many of these aids
are accompanied by illustrations which clarify 'important points insthe.
written instructions:- - . _ .

/ .

,A poi.nt'worth noting about the flowchart job aidoig' that it! is not as
easy to use as the .checklisto, Whereas,a trainee'typitally has no_ problem'

-picking up a;,checklists and using .it, flowChart, features a.novelformat
writch'nhist first be explained during training.

The type of jobaid which%is 'commonly used is the decision table
as shown in Illustration 3.

J ;ILLU ION ,3

Example ofjpecisi on Table Job Aid
t

At with -the flowthart job aid formats. this type of job aid also requires,

some introductionin,training prior to its use in the field. To use it, a
worker simply starts in the left-hand dolumn, finds the'ConditiOn (male or
female). that exists, appli*anY qualifying- information (e.g.',. over or
under, 21), and then, folloWs the directtons in- the "THEN" column..

TheoreticalRattonale-for-JOti-Aids
.

The theoretical rationale underlying-theose of job 4,aids i s that. they
serve-as a storehouse of information which does,not-have to be extensively
covered in training. Accordingly, training' is simplified because less
information needs to be covered with fmmediate or direct recall as perfor-
mance criteria.

The design of job aids relies on theoretical concepts, derived from a
theory of learning, called Stimulus-Response learning theory. In concrete,
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terms, job aids are designed to cue .a wOrker's'memory for skills learned
prior to the job (general skills).or procedures/concepts learned.during

,.' training (job- specific) skills. Job aids are written using principles of
clear writing and present the minimum amount of information necessary to
complete a task successfully. In more sophisticated,applicattons.of job
aids, detigns are alto employed .which can be used by workers of varying
degreet.of skill and experience.

. , . %..

, Steps in Integrating Job'Aidsand Training Design

The preceding discussion emphasized the unique formats-(see Illustrations
1-3)'associated with job aids,i)utthesuttessful"ute of job aids requires
More than simple design or changes ,in format.' It is equally important that
attention be paid to hoW training materials are. developed and how the pro -
cedural manual is used in' training. For example,'the-Succetsful use of job
aids requ'ires at leatt the followirigsteps:) lo ' : '-

1. Task analysis: (to determine What the.worker do
2. Specificatiorvof training objectives. ,,:

3. integrated design. of training content, and manua s to deterniine
the following:. :' .

a. What job taskt'hould be coVered:only.in training?
b. that job tasks should be covered only in reference 4

. ,

manuals? .
c. What job tasks should be covered-. in both.formal training.

a reference manuals? y::, ,.' ,

4. Desig of instruction and development'Of learning activities
empha izing use of. the jop:aidijmanual).

5. Concurrent validation,ofi.training andjob aidt.,
' .:

Since the design of training andvPO reference' manuals proceeds concur-
rently in the preceding model, the most,,immediate'benefit.la that subject -
matter experts and trainingdesigherswOrk'together.to. identify-critical
job tasks, assign.tratning:WOrittes, Clarify aMbiguitiet in existing or
proposed procedures, and agree on examples competent perforMance. 'More-
over, since job aids.are an100ortant, component ,of training;Ahe training
itself tends to be more attive and skill-based,. And,TelieSiess bn'lecture
as a means of presenting information.- A .

Ultimately, although the decision to exclude or include a specific job:
task, in training,dependt On the judgment of the training.designer, Joyce: . .

et al. (1973),-.list a variety of factors that need. to,be contldeted before:.t
-making-the-manual-training-tradeoff. SomOUthe_general:gvidelinet_provided'
.by Joyce et al.:aret-that-tasks-cov_grea-Tirl trainings-should:, '.

c

I. Be difficult to learn on the job. all \

2. Be difficult tb communicate with words.
3: Require a great deal of practice. , °,

4. Allow, little room for error. %

5. .Be performed frequently on the Jobe
6.'',; Not allow.time to refer to a manual.
7. Be performed by a, large.number of individuals in the

job area.



On the other hand, tasks suitable for a job manualiare those'that:

1. Have long and complex behavior Sequences.
2.. Are rarely performed. .

3. Involve'readings, tolerances, or table lookups.
4. Can be mentally rehearsed prior to performance.
5. Benefit from the use of illustrations.

The development of trainingactivities follows' readily from the develop-,
ment of jobaids. Since job aid% mirror the performance of actual job tasks,
skill-based activities can be easily designed that enTurage individualized
learning as well as provide immediate feedback about the correctness of
behavior. Moreover, formative evaluation is enhanced because the step-by-
step nature of job aids quickly reveals exactly where performance` problems
are occurring.

4

Characteristici of Job-Aid Manuals and Accompanying Training

In the Alternative Training Experiment mentioned previously, a standard
field procedures manual for follow-up enumerators-1/ was redesigned as a
job-aid. manual. One result was a significantly shorter manual,. The job,aid
manual was- 62 pages versus 129 pages for the ttandard manual, even though
the same procedural information was presented. Excluded"from the jobaid
manual was background and Inice to know" information about the census.
This information w covered, instead, during training using audiovituals
and classroom leCt e.

The job-aid manual also differed'in its organization. The job-aid
manual was organized around major job tasks and field problems as the
enumerator would tend to verbalize them. To illustrate this organization,
a page from the job-aid manual's Table of Contents is presented in the
Appendix. On the other hand, the standard enumerator manual was organized
around more general enumeration topics. For comparison, a page from the
standard manual's Table of Contents is alsb presented in the Appendix.

Other features. of.the job.4id manual were: that it required les§ cross-
referencing, used more "white space" (spacing between print) to avoid a
cluttered look, and principles oficlear writing. were used throughout. The

training that'aCcompanied the use of the, job-aid .manual, also required 25%
less. lecture time than the standard enumerator training, even though
comparable.miterial was covered. ,

.
. .

-What-Ooes-Prior-Research Show?

Evaluations of the use of job aids have indicated that the use ot speciaLly
desighed job aids enabled inexperienced maintenance personnel.toldtperform

t73),that job aids were well by maintenance personnel whethec-or
re exPeriented workers who used traditional reference materials (Foley,

not they had input into-their development (Johnson et al.; 1977), and that
job aids could be used effectively With disparate instructional methods
(Swezey, 1977).

, .

1/Follow-up 1 enumerators were responsible for obtaining informatiOn from.'
households which failed to mail back'their census' questionnaires:

, , .

9



Evaluation of the,Use of Job Aids in'Census Training
0

In the context of the 1980 census,' analternative training approach using
job aids was developed-for felloi-ue .enumerators and compared to standard:
ctnsus- training.... The major difference between the standard -census training
and job-aided training the-use of a field procedures manual redesigned
to be .a job-aid'manuaW-Three,pairs of census district offices were matched:
on variables-related to the .diffitulty of enumeration.,The offices'in each
pair were then randomly assigned to one .0f two training. methods (standard
or job - aided), resulting in three: experimental and three control offices.,
Data from 14197 job-aided trained.enumerators and 1,389 control enumerators
were available for analysis.. Attitudinal data. were collected at the end
if.training and then after 2-3 days of job.experience.to .determine if
experience changed' enumerator perceptions .of training. Performance data
were alsa.c011ectecrbUt the occurrence offield.problems precluded a mean-
ingful analysis.

_A general finding was that both training pproaches (bah employed
verbatim training guides) were:apparently successful in terms of positive
ratingsliven .by -enumerators. Table 1 shows.the responses of enumerators
toAhe question ".Overall, how would. you,ratt the quality Of the training ? ".

TABLE 1

'ENUMERATORS' RATING OF QUALITY OF TRAINING

End-of-Training . Post Training

(N=1,163) (N=1,093) (N=887) (N=526)

JobrAided Standard Job-Aided Standard

Yery.,Goo. .87.0% 49.0%

Good 37.8%", 42.1%

Fair. .4.S% . 8.3%

Poor. Oat 4 0.5%

--a

58.7% .44.9%

37.1% 46.6%

3.1% 8.0%

1.1% 0.6%

,104-7both occaetens, the job-aided (experimentAll-tNining Peceiied higher
ratings. The marginal association between ratings of quality and group' mem-
bership-was signiftcant for both the end -of- training (x2 = 22.7, 3. df,
w 0.00) and post-training comparisons (x2 = 36.8, 3 df, p = 0.00). In

interpreting this result and subsequent ones, it should be recalled that
enumerators saw only one type%of follow-up training. Therefore, the. basis ,

for judging quality was not the standard census training.

Response rates in Table 1 for the job-aided grodp were higher for bdth
the end-of-training and post-training comparisons.. The reasdiis-fer these
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. response differences.. are unclear'since identical clerical -procedures were used

in all -offices.. The most .1 ikely explanation appears to 'tie that senior field ,:- '

supervisOrs liked_the job7aided training and made. -6 greater-eff6rt to .distribute

and retrieve evil uati on forms. Their, counterparts in...the ;,control offices :did

not oversee .any alt.ernative,training;iso-evalUatton fa. s' may.have-teen viewed

:as an unnecessary burden, and thus ignored. '',The lower -responSe, grate for botn,

groups for the post-training. questionnaire was CaUsed y. distribution and

retrieval problems associated with a widely scattered work,.forCe: Time
,.,seniar field.stipervisors. did not train enumerators, they are:not viewed as an

important biasing factor. However, it is acknoWiedged...that other systematic .-

differenceS among offices could ,have affeCted :the attitigle measures tkted:.

.

f:

.

:Another questiOn dealt with an enumerator's- eeltngs of preparedness..
prior to field work (end of training) ancQ after.2-3 days. of,job experience.,

:Table. 2 shows the resOonses-of,enumeratorsta:the qUestion'N.HOwwell'Orepired
.do'(did) 'you feel to go out, and work as an enumerator ?"

TABLE 2

ENUMERATORS' SELF - RATINGS.: OF DEGREE OF PREPAREDNESS

End -of- Training
.

AN.11758) 0.1,085)

Job-Aided Standard

W11 PrePared 47.8%

Adequately
prepared :51.6%.

Poorly Prepared 0.6%

,

Not Prepared 0.0%

I'

Post Tratning

(N=919)

Job - Aided.

( "k'.;.557)'

Stindard

'50.1% 38.0%

1.6% 1.0%

0.1% 0.2%

Again,one -Conclusion that can be drawn ftomHthiS table ts,that' both::

- training approaChes were successful in, .making enumerators. fee. that they

wereprepared for their jobs, both before and after. job experience.. -further,

in both training:approachet, the proportion of enumerators who felt Plat

they hadTbee-ifThiiell-preparee-actually-increated-after-job,eiperienCetwO
:separate cross-tabulations indicated that there were no differencet;betwee

the.training groUps in theit pattern. Of ratings at, the ,end of training

but a.. significant difference was observed at the post-i'raining':corlipariton

(x2 .= 8.45, 3 df,..0 = 0.04). A subsequent 100trieiranal*SIS'indicated. ,. "
that there waS.no. three-Way-interaction Preterit:.

- Other questions ori, the 'reaction questionnaire that -enumerd'tors-POP1000

dealt with theCorliprehensibility of training materials,thelengtii.e-traiiling.

and coverage, of critical job talk's.- cprisis4nt:Wtth:;e4jeCtatiOns,- the job-

aided ;training was perceived to have used more comprehensible traininVmaterials

, 11-
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and to be of a more apprOpriate)lengtn: Further,':when.enumeratars were akked
after job experiekce: (2-3 days) which, of ten ma'jorjOb tasks: "were. not .covered

. enough during training;.ttfel'control grdup.more frequently; Checked six ,y

out of the ten tasks ( <).(.64,A.df). !there were no statistical' differences
On,the remaining. four tasks. . t' .

An important objective of, the. jobaidetitraii;ning .was to use ,ieference,
material "s more during training. Further, since. the purpose of Using. Job
aids was to make, infnrmation more acceSysible and comprehentible in a Manual
it was expected, that the enumeratorse job-aid manual would use it'.
more frequently' once they 'began working. This expectation was also cdnfitmed..
Table 3 shows the reported use"Ortiin major job reference manualsfor' enumer=.
ators; the field prodedures`manual g(jotc.,iaid or standard) and thel:Que'stiunn.aire .

Reference: Book (QRB),WhiCh gaVe:question-by-;queitiOn 'spec'ifications for each
..,question bn the census' fOrm:_*Although the. QRB not redesigned, itkvas.

ncJude&rin this -question. to deterntne' how fre5uently.;enumeratori -used manuals
deemed..mOst-ctitical .to the job. ..1 ""2-'

4

Field Procedures:',.
Manual. (Job-Aid

. or' Standard) 2.02

Quest:i onna i re
,...Reference took

An analysis of .variance model f4r,nested factOrs.(census district. offices
. nested Under training approach) detetmined,:that the reported usegg .the. field

pr&edures 'manual Was greater in the offIceSiTithfe,tv used. jO0!;a"idedtraining :

(Winer, 1962, p. 184). However,'At was .alsdk:40patent ithat,enumerators did
not vse.their manuals as frequently as had been expetted.- the possible
explanation for thts low_Ute-of :manual S. wat'that. th

--,-hadbon so effective that the peed .to .iisk.ManuilssWas roctuod,;,-;A:lowever,
another eXplanation-it-that''enumer,atorsr:Sitniity::4.4SIStiu,sing' reference maribaf,i
and, therefore,, :'Opt.:iiset:them; routinely.

,

'. ,...,-
V`

, -
It. Was,expec d, bated on the design of the QRB (it as. a 200 page MakUani:.. :..

that it would not be used frequently.. Table 3 cbnfirms his' expeOation., ,!Thetv:.
difference in' reported usage of the QRB between job7aid d,aricrcontrol off kesn:
is attributed to the fact that some at the 'more, freque :ly used inforinatiqpiAn--.
the QRB (e.g. age conversion table).,was 'also inclUde in,"the job.,aid minual.:',, .

0, ;:-.' .,



.. ;Conclusions"
:

.,
-.

-...

,-. The !results of-Jhis study.. suggest, that the `use -of:Job aids $0,.pfoceditral manual i
alwitraining retulti in mol4e, effective training.::: ACcOrdingly; the"Bureau is :

currently, making to use th'it-eLPproacfi on- a =wider basis ;3.rkPrettaret ions .7,
., , . ,.. . .; ..4 , . 1/..for the '1990 census. . , ., .,.._ ,

. :
Sdcti on 2: Irainoing fbi.*ele'phorie_ 1 terviewers ..

. . .

interviewer(s for the Burdau currently, 4o a- large amount
of telephone interviewing- after initial pefsonal visits to a household;
7ypically',- this interviewing it !thine from the;:inte-rvIewei's home.. .Recenty,-
howeVer-,'-the'Bureau has been experimenting ,with,:thkuse ofcentral .101 .

tel ephone interviewing facie,1 iti es.. at2 .Suitl and 'fieadqUartert: IOW- 4r "Up of mail surveys., one4ime surveys;,,and continuing .surifeyt.7 . These experi...
mental effotts heveofferld the Opportunity'..for" developing andketting ,

alteinative training ,apprOaches to verbatim. training.% These alternati vet
! have emphasized self7pated, individualized instruction at. at' itilt-besed,'
classroom training exercises. This g nerat approaClies attempted will be
discutsed..in the, next: several "section

'Al ternatiVet,Ad.:.. Verbatim Trai nin -Pece6'"InstrUcti
.." . .

." A .'Slifiple - definit ton ng As. that. it: 'est ,deti gned.to
encourage 'the.;aCquitition,.of a-specific. skills and knowledges.-,..; In"

. . .
most survey training' sett trigs it possible ttodefine. these .ski 11s
.behaVi Oral , and,:,hen;e,;:ohterVable,.terMS.4 -.Lecture,.,.:.of4 Con rte, . is . One .instruc,"!,
tional :tec.hniiue..forAescribino.t"r demonSteatingi.* Set. of .desired.
knowledges but ittlimitationt-:eresuch:thatjraining.:.',MUSt3ypical iy. progress..
at a .pace contkiCive to the:, tl owest- learners, :Muth oCthe '..infOrmati ,presented:.
thay...be. unnecessary.' fdr. many of . the .trainees;: the trainee. can 7either.. ignore. or.

. .

attend to the lecture,. and underitanding:e Verbal . description' of, a: .ski 11
is no ,:guarantee-that,the,skill. can be ,performeth.(for:exaMpl.this.-letter

.. point is .analogO0s. to explijning to a -,pon-swimmer: how ItesWim, and then::
asking- higi/her to: jump .in,70

.: ... . : . .. . . .

Self-pace_ d instruCtfokdeals with many: of these.:, iinitations,(except.
..the 'last one) because it;reqUires each person to prOceed through..the.-same

Further, since each person ,:proceeds. at, her/h.i.t own' pace,- ,training
-.tithes are typically reduced-..and rhorelierning''OcCurS.,: Moreover, seltapacing:
.' can-be° accomplished' using -a .variety ofjosteUctiOnalT,'!optiortt (for example ;.' .

printed text, televiti On computers,._ audiovisual', TheinOst commonly
used self ..pacing -technique is a printed'. programed text. :, .Based" on the 'princi
ples.of .Stimulus-ResPonse.ISR)'theory in' experiMental psychology, the. besic
design. of 'programed= instruction is 7(1) explain :what:the:learning ;objectives
.are, (2) pretent:InformatiOn'in..small i'.1.t.learnable".-',Chunks, (3) require a-
-response, from _thelt earner to test: acquisition. of.-Ah'e Objecti.Ve;,' and (4)
provide the :learner; with. feedbaCk about_ the correctness of the retponse..

.. . .

Census-Bureau- Use- Serf -=-Paced Instruction "-:
.

To date, the Census-BureaU has experimented with a, variety of self-
:pacing techniques in both its censuses and( surveys. The 'most -common
-approath has been printed_ programed text but, recently, to support training



,ceninal -lied-telephone interviewing, the Bureau: has developed Self ,:paced

audio-eatsettetraining:(Withan accompanying workbook), well 'as,,eomputer7,-:

asifsted:ihstruetion". '-"7

In general the. Sel f-paceorf training :materials that have ;been ,devel oped

'have covered general skill s for. knor4edges. The objective..ofmUch of.this
7trainlnChas 1?-ee0'..) to present ,an. overview and baCkground for a ;specific 'job.

For example, training pirepared for centralized tel hone interviewing basic-

7ally-.covers im6)MOdUlet:-. a.general, intervi ng skil s training:Moduleand
a surveY0Pcifictraining module. The-general interViewing'skillS training

.
module covers the:.following top i cs :

". .

1. Asking-Survey Questions
2. Clarification .and Probing,

.3. Dealing with Reluctant Respondents
2

survey- specific module covers the procedures onique .to a, survey'aS .

well -.Wquestion.:by-quett Jot( specifications. -

-

selfstudy:ApprOach using audio-cassette's. was decided Upon:foF,two

reasOnt.. First,: audio-Cassettes requi re many of the same skillS:essential

for,atelephohe interviewer. Specifically, an interviewer must litten to a
Spoken mettage,interpret it, and_. then a response, Second.turnoven,.-

aMong tel phone interviewers has been ,a problem, in many organizations. ". ,

Thenefore, elf- pacing a portion of the training: freet supervisors for

..-other activ ties -and. speeds the training o replacements. .-

Limitations of Self - Paced Instruction
.

.

Although7,self-paced, inttruction,tequiret ,each trainee to proceed

through 4. set: of standardized material, tnene are 'limitations to its -use..

For example, research' Conducted In the military services with telf-paCeCT

training found that individuals with poor literacy OilTs Vid not do well

in individualized:training and; instead, priferred'small-grouP;discustioris-:
and_demonstratiOns with 'a.trainer (this finding led the Bureau to use audio-

cassettes. versus haVing_a trainee rely on reading-to acquIre information).

FUrtheN there are ,logistical problems assOciated, with self - paced training

For example, distributing and recovering equipment, Payment- for different

-training timet,a*verifying that the. training ,Wasdone at all are common

robl erns. Finally, the time required to des i gn-and- develop SO f7paced

Instruction .it.typically-longer than that for comparable verbatim training:

Computer-assisted Iself4icedl instrUctiOn '(or CAI as it -is:,coMMOnly:Called)

deals with many of these problems but is even more time cOnsuMingto produce

because of the Special programming required. DevelopmenVilmeS of,40 or,..

More .hours.,for each hour of instrOctional time on a: CoMpOter-areconsfdered
excellent, and:one research project that this writer wet:involved with in

military technical training' resulted in develpopment excess of

up' hours for each average hour of instruction.

Another' general,,1 imitation of any type of telf;.paced:'training,(but

especially true of CAI and au ovisUal trainingYis that lastemiinute revisions'

and changes:in procedures ar time consuming and expensive to incorporate. '..

It is relatively easy to ch ge a pa in:4 printed text. It ist totally

different problem to change a Serie of screens =irti -'afilmstrip.v,-

.



-Aiternatives.to Verbatim Training: Performance-Based Training

In many jobs, the most effective type of training would be to pair a
trainee with. an experienced worker who could then demonstrate job skills.
and'provide,.ininediate feedback to the trainee about her/hiS;,performance.
Although "apprenticeship° training is an attractive.,,alternative, the unique..:
demands of survey-research, as well as turnover rates Or personnel, preclude
its widespread use, although variants of it. (forexaMple, on-the-job training
providecraby supervisors after formal classroom training) are commonly used.

Although "apprenticeship straining may not be a viable alternative for
training large nuMbersof,AntervieWers, the basic approach can be simulated
in formal ClasSrooM training by attempting to 'enhance the fidelity, between
training activitiesandAob-skills. EssentiallY;the-use of-performance-
based training (see 'Taylor et'al., 1972) requires Vie.following.changes in
trainingi'deOgn:-

'\

1. Traditional orientation and familiarization training is
replaced by.training that .requires an interviewer to
demonstrate performance of a set of high-priority skills.

2. A "lecture-demonstration-practices' paradigm is replaced
by training, that emphasizes individuali2ed skill practice.

. Lock-step, group training is replaced by individualized
(self-pacedYtrairiing to the maximum extent possible.

The trainer's role -changes frqw one of mainly presenting
information to roles of demonstrating skills, organizing
skill practice exercises, and providing feedback to the
trainees about their performance.

5. Little use-of evaluation,measures is changed to the
frequent use of evaluation,,exerbises.throughbut training
and end-of=course proficiency reviews,`

The general thrust of the rre,ceding changes is to deielop training
which requires .actives learning fttom the participant. In addition, amp3e
opportunities are provided for a trainee to assess her/his acquisition of
skillts and to obtain, feedback about that performance.

....6. v.. .4.

Techniques for Implementing Performance -Based Training in Survey Research

In its .effort's to fnIplement perfoi4mance-based training, the Bureau, has
relied on the uke Of.".simplifi4d reference-materials, self-;paced learning,'
group-learning exerefSesTtsuck.as-role-;piaying, discussion, groups,-problem
solving groups; etc.),!and warkbooks...... In addition, ,a.variety of evaluative ,

exercises have been.develOped for use, during training; as'well as -at the
end of training. . ,

0

For training telephone ibterViewers, the use of practice interviewing'
exercises remains the most fruitful approach for implementing performance-
based-training. As used to 'date, practice interviewing has been implemented
either through the use of completely scripted-practice interviews( or-fact



-14%.

.
.

theets1/. To. provide jeedback,the Bureau-his relied on observation of
Practice interviews, as Well 0 a.telephone.monitoring'syttemwhich can be
.used-to listen: tointervieweri-practite interviewing...

. .

In general; it has been foUnd that practice interyiewing itmost
successfully conducted in. pairs with one trainee serving as the interviewer
and the other playing the role-of respondent., Further, scripted interviews
ippear best for covering specific problem areasor procedures, although fact
sheets can be used in their place irthe,interviewer trainees have sufficient.,
experience with-role playing._,

,Section l: Evaluation of Interviewer Performance

The intreOuction ecentralized telephone inter4iewing.facilities in
the headquarters of the Bureau.has provided the opportunityto exact.more
direct control over the selection, training, and superyision of interviewers,.
since it.has long been -acknoWledgp.d.that none of these functiOns are indepen-
dent of each other. Within this context, efforts in'selection, trainin6,
and,supervisiOn will be disCussed next that are relevant' to the evaluation
of interviewer performance.

. Selection: Mini-Training and Evaluation

In an ifforeto improve the selection process for.interviewers, the
Personnel Divition of the Bureau has been working on the development of a
selection process called "Mini-Training and Evaluation" (MTE). The rationale
for this approach is that.the best, and least biased, prediCtor of job success
is perforMance by a job. applicant on a subset of tasks that represent the job
in question.

Accordingly, forthe job of telephone interviewer, a representative
sample of critical job skills were identified and applicants were given a
mini-training session .::covering these tasks. Essentially, these critical
skflls covered questioniasking, probing, clarifying, and dealing with reluc-
tant respondents. After the mini-training session the applicants conducted
an interview with a personTwho was trained to act as a respondent, and who
by using a scripted interview, was able to present a "standardized" interview
for assessing,theinteriiewer's skill. Since this "test" interview was re-
corded, a team.of raters' were then able to rate the quality of the interview
on a variety of relevant.idimensions (for example, articulatioe, question
asking, following skip patterns, etc.).

Besides the content validity of this approach, this selection process.,
also has other benefits..-Because it.is a relatively demanding exercise, it
serves as a _screening. device for less motivated individuals or persons who ,

fiave no conception- of-what telephone4interviewing entifTt. Therefore, an .

,g/In a scripted interview, the trainee acting as a respondent has a script
with respondent answers and required or suggested interviewer behaviors.
Accordingly,\specific concepts or problem areas can be emphasized. Fact

sheets are ltsts of critical information to be supplied by a respondent.
Required or suggested interviewer behaviors are not presented.

16



.expectation is that turnover will be leduce.d, both,'iduring and after. training.
Further, an unconfirmed expectation at this poffitii that the *test" sore
resulting from the MTE process will predict,:job, perfOrmance; that, is, the
'selection score. will have predictive val fidity which hopeful ly exceeds .that
obtained with 'current selection. tests.

In terms of its'impact on training, MTE shouid..supplY interviewer
trainees who are motivated to perform the. job and mho have the minimum 'set
of skills, necessary ;to' be .a successful.teleObone'interviewer.

Evaluation of Interviewer PerforMance.During Training',

\Evaluation of interviewer performance during training remains the
responsibility. -of the trainer; hoWever, evaluative exercises have increas-
ingly been used both during and at the.erid of training. -Evaluation during
training has relied-.primariljf' 'on Itwo.techniques:. observed or monitored
performance .during practice interviewing, and performance oh:Special ly
designed voMcbOok exercises. As mentioned previoUsly,.ene approach used
with practice interviewing employs scripts- that test the-interviewer's
knowledge of concepts or plvocedures. On the other hand, WorkbOok exerciset-
tend to be more testlike or cognitive in nature and frequently'usepultiple.
choice questions, fo filling exercises, and so on. ,Whereas only a limited

'number of /situation a be covered in practice interViews, a well. designed
workbook exercise cover a large variety of ProbleMs in .a ShOrtPeriod.
of time.

Evaluation Measure9 Used at the End of Training.

As the Bureau has gained experience with central ized,telephone inter-,H
viewing, the trend in training hs.been to develop measures of perfOrmance.
that indicate .whether or not an interviewer is minimally capable to perform
on. the job. Assessment has general,ly foCused on two areas: conceptual
knowledge of question Specifications:and protedures and demonstrated skill
as an interviewer. To assess/these skills, the Btireau hat experimented
with the use of an end-oftraining conceptual test and a "test" interview
conducted with trained profetsional staff:,

1.) *

The conceptual tests, for.the most part, have ,consisted of multiple.
choice items, although-form cOmpletion .exercises have also been used, The

" test, " intervievis used at the end 'of training have tended to be moderately
difficult scripted interviews. Volunteers from the Bureau's profeisional
staff .bave.served as respondents and have rated interviewers on a variety
of criteria, such as pace of the interview, clarity of questioning, use of
probes and clarifications, and attitude."

a

Interviewer Evaluation Measures-Used after Training.

Viewing selection, training, and supervision as critical component's
of the entire process required to produce a proficient telephone inter-
viewer; the Bureau has recently experimented with the use of monitoring
systems that differ from the'tubjective rating scales of performance commonly
used. Rather than,continuing"to focus solely orr the use of criteria such
as production ratet, response rates, edit-error rates, and costper interview,



N.

the attempt has been madeto quantify the interactive process between
interviewer and respondent and to rate its quality on a variety of dimen7
sions. The general goals of this research are to identify,the critical
dimensionsiof interviewer-respondent intAraction so that destred interviewer
behaglors can beidentified and stressed in training;

The approach beingused is bised og an interaction analysis model
develOggd kip'. Charles Cannell of,thefUniversity,of Mtchigan.(Survey
Research,Center). This approach uses behavioral rating categorits to
quantify such interviewing skills as question Asking, pace,' voice,.clari- ,
fications,-probing,-and:the-use-of-feedback.Noweverl=rather_thanAse_the
more complex system developed by. Dr. Cannell, the Bureau has developed a.
simplified system with fewer rating categories (see Table 4).

1

f

TABLE 4

RATING CATEGORIES FOR MONITORING. INTERVIEWER PERFORMANCE

Mi

Question-Asking

0, Readquestion satisfactorily

Modified question and altered meaning

aT a Read inappropriate question

II__ failedto read a requirediluestion

Read qUestions-dut of order.

Probing
P Probed orreCily.

I"-
p 4Probed incorrectly

P + Probed unnecessarily

P Did not probe when necessary

Clarificationsibefinitions
C Clarified question or defined concepts) correctly

Clarified question or defined concept(iLindorrecItlY

C_ Did not clarify question or defirkiconceptisl when necessary a

Responsiveness
R l'aspOnded correctly to rekiCtanceor extraneous comments

$ Responded incorrectly to reluctance or extraneous Comments,

R Did not respond to reluctance or extraneous comments /3'
. .



To date, the monitoring systerli has been used to monitor interviewer
performance in a centralized telephone Interviewing facility.conducting
Random- Digit- Dial interviews. Although no definitive results are '
available_as yet,' some problems with the use of such a monitoring system
in a production facility have emerged: First, it is' a relatively expensive
system to implement arid inaintaint since extensive training Aust be given: to
interviewers selected as motiitors. Further, the system generates a large
amount. of data which must be 'reduced, interpreted, ancrtheresults presented
to the i nte rvi ewers. Final field supervibsors have . oned the value
of the results for .anything other than research 'purpdses*.i.Vonsequentlyi
the Bureau has continued to use the monitoring system 6-ut has =struggled
with the-questioh-of-whether willylt-imatelx-be-used-As .a? siperiisory
or research tool . t" ,

..cQuesttoni thatremain to be answered are "Who shiu- monitor?" "How
. .

often should interviewers be monitored?" and "What happen o fnter-monitor
reliability over time? Specifically, even if inter - monitory iability re,
mains the same, does the reliability of.ttie procedure, change? r example,
it is conceivable that inter-monitor reliability could,remain high 'ver a
period of , time, but rater asreement with a standardized, baseline. sc t
could actually decrease.

"Obviogsly, an important criterion for evaluating any new quality contror
system -ii-the improvement in measurable performance that results' from

- use. To date,-this type of .,cost-benefit analysis has not been done,,,so--it
is unlikely that the-monitoring.system will soon be used on a widespread
basis for production interviewins.: However,, it is,expected that' the Bureau
will continue to ekperiment with-its: use.

L.
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